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Abstract
Cell division is a biological process fundamental to all life. One aspect of the process
that is still under investigation is whether or not cells in a lineage are correlated
in their cell-cycle progression. Data on cell-cycle progression is typically acquired
either in lineages of single cells or in synchronized cell populations, and each source
of data offers complementary information on cell division. To formally assess depen-
dence in cell-cycle progression, I develop a hierarchical statistical model of single-cell
measurements and extend a previously proposed model of population cell division in
the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Both models capture correlation and
cell-to-cell heterogeneity in cell-cycle progression, and parameter inference is carried
out in a fully Bayesian manner. The single-cell model is fit to three published time-
lapse microscopy datasets and the population-based model is fit to simulated data
for which the true model is known. Based on posterior inferences and formal model
comparisons, the single-cell analysis demonstrates that budding yeast mother and
daughter cells do not appear to correlate in their cell-cycle progression in two of
the three experimental settings. In contrast, mother cells grown in a less preferred
sugar source, glycerol/ethanol, did correlate in their rate of cell division in two suc-
cessive cell cycles. Population model fitting to simulated data suggested that, under
typical synchrony experimental conditions, population-based measurements of the
cell-cycle were not informative for correlation in cell-cycle progression or heterogene-
ity in daughter-specific G1 phase progression.
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1Introduction
This work advances statistical methods needed to understand the vital process of cell
division. In particular, this thesis centers on the question of whether cells (specif-
ically of the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae) correlate in their cell-cycle
progression, and the statistical methods here proposed leverage complementary in-
formation from different types of cell-cycle data–those gathered from single cells and
from populations of cells–to address this question. Study of cell-to-cell dependence in
cell-cycle progression parameters has a long history in both experimental and theo-
retical research and is vital for understanding coordination of division in multicellular
systems (e.g. organs) as well as other biological processes involving cell division.
1.1 Cell Division in the Budding Yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Cell division is a biological process fundamental to the life and proliferation of every
living thing. The process underlies other vital and poorly understood processes such
as tissue growth and organization, development and differentiation (Neufeld et al.
(1998); Hawkins et al. (2009); Pauklin and Vallier (2013)). In addition, greater un-
derstanding of cell division will bridge gaps in mechanistic understanding of diseases
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such as cancer which originate, at least in part, from dysregulation in cell division. In
budding yeast cell division, a cell undergoes a series of regulated events that finally
culminate in the partitioning of the cell’s replicated genome and other cellular con-
tents into a new daughter cell (Figure 1.1). The process is divided into four phases:
an initial period of growth (G1 phase); a period in which the cell’s DNA is replicated
(S phase); a second period of growth (G2 phase); and finally a period of nuclear and
cell division (mitotic or M phase). As the G2 and M phases largely overlap, the two
phases are merged and treated as a single period called G2/M phase (Figure 1.1).
Transitions in the process are marked by genetic and morphological changes that
facilitate monitoring and analysis of the cell cycle. For example, late in G1, a contrac-
tile ring composed of myosin as well as other proteins takes shape at the periphery
of the mother cell. This structure, termed the myosin ring, marks the point of emer-
gence of the nascent daughter cell or bud (Bi et al. (1998)). Shortly thereafter,
having passed through the point of cell-cycle commitment called START (Hartwell
et al. (1974)), the mother cell puts out a bud. Around the same time, replication
of the mother’s DNA commences. The bud continues to grow during this period of
DNA synthesis. Following the completion of DNA replication, one of each of the
two copies of the genome are partitioned into the mother and daughter cell during
mitosis (Figure 1.1). The myosin ring then disappears at cytokinesis when the cy-
toplasms of the mother cell and newborn daughter cell pinch off from one another.
It is at this point that the daughter can be considered a new cell, distinct from the
mother. These different features indicative of cell-cycle state are known as markers
of cell-cycle progression.
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Figure 1.1: The process of cell division begins at the top of the diagram and pro-
ceeds clockwise. Depicted along the outer ring of the diagram are different morpho-
logical and genetic stages of division as reflected by the changing status of different
markers of cell-cycle progression (myosin ring, bud, and DNA). The green feature at
the neck joining the mother and daughter cell is the myosin ring. The myosin ring
appears late in G1 phase, marking the point of emergence of the bud, and disappears
with cytokinesis, indicating the separation of the mother and daughter cytoplasms.
The bud is the nascent daughter cell that appears at the G1/S boundary and con-
tinues to grow over the course of S phase. The DNA (represented by the blue bars)
is replicated during S phase and partitioned between the mother and daughter cell
at M phase. Subsequent to cell wall separation, the mothers (shown inside the outer
ring) and daughters (shown outside the outer ring) are free to undergo more rounds
of division (top). In budding yeast, division is asymmetric and daughters are born
smaller than their mothers (top). The cells shown are haploid in that they begin
their lives with one copy of genomic DNA (single blue bar).
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1.2 Population vs. Single-Cell Methods of Cell-Cycle Data Acquisi-
tion
1.2.1 Synchrony Experiments for Population-Based Analysis of Cell-Cycle Progres-
sion
Observations of markers of cell-cycle progression are acquired at one of two different
scales: at the level of a cell population and at the level of single cells. Both methods
have their relative strengths and drawbacks. In the former setting, a population of
cells growing in liquid media is synchronized at a particular point in the cell cycle.
Methods to achieve this synchronization can be mechanical, chemical, or genetic and
can position the population at different points in the process. The cell population is
subsequently released from synchrony, and the experimenter withdraws samples of
the dividing population at intervals from the time of release. The samples are quickly
mixed with a fixative to halt cell division. The experimenter then prepares a portion
of each time point sample for marker quantitation: the evaluation of the proportion
of cells with a particular cell-cycle marker state in the sample. For example, if the
chosen marker is the bud, an experimenter would mount a portion of the time point
sample on a microscope slide, count some predetermined number of cells, and record
how many of the counted cells had buds.
Synchrony experiments are often straightforward to set up and run in terms of the
equipment and reagents required to induce synchrony and culture the cell population
over time. Also, the number of observations at each time point generally numbers in
the several hundreds. However, synchrony experiments have their drawbacks. First
and foremost, the observations acquired are independent of one another in time.
Thus, estimating correlations in cell-cycle progression between two cells becomes
challenging as information about the genealogical relationships between cells in any
two time point samples is lost. Second, the observations at each time point are
actually sample averages. As such, accuracy in estimation of the true underlying
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proportion of budded cells in the entire time point sample depends on the total
number of cells counted by the experimenter. Third, experimental constraints restrict
the time point sampling frequency to no less than 4-5 minutes. Finally, progressively
increasing asynchrony in the population (see below) limits the number of informative
observations derived from the experiment.
Achieving perfect synchrony in synchrony experiments is practically impossible,
and different sources of asynchrony have been identified that complicate character-
ization of cell-cycle progression (Orlando et al. (2007)). First, the synchronization
procedures used to prepare a population of cells for cell-cycle analysis are not perfect.
At best, cells in the population are concentrated near the same approximate point
in the cell cycle, but they remain somewhat distributed around this point. Second,
individual cells proceed at different rates through the process of cell division. Third,
and specific to budding yeast, cells divide asymmetrically, and as a result, daughter
cells tend to require more time to complete the G1 phase than mother cells. These
different sources of asynchrony imply that observations at each time point are based
on mixtures of cells at different stages of the cell cycle rather than a homogeneous
population of cells moving in lock-step with one another through the process.
1.2.2 Single-Cell Analysis of Cell Division by Time-Lapse Microscopy
Another method for acquisition of cell-cycle data is time-lapse microscopy. Recent
advances in time-lapse microscopy and fluorescence imaging allow for tracking of
cells as well as features within cells to visualize and analyze biological processes over
time (Tsien (1998); Muzzey and van Oudenaarden (2009) and references therein).
In this paradigm, single cells are suspended in some culture medium under a micro-
scope equipped with a time-lapse camera. The camera records images of the same
field of view–and thereby the same cells–over time, usually at shorter intervals than
in synchrony experiments (1-3 minutes). In a cell-cycle setting, the expression of
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fluorescent reporter proteins appended to cell-cycle-regulated proteins of interest sig-
nifies different cell-cycle events. Since repeated measurements are taken over the lives
of single cells and since genealogical relationships are directly observed, time-lapse
microscopy permits direct estimation of correlations in the behaviors and phenotypes
of related cells.
However, time-lapse microscopy is not without its drawbacks. Equipment and
time investments are more considerable compared with those required for synchrony
experiments. Also, as cell density in a field of view increases, the ability to track in-
dividual cells and cell lineages diminishes. Consequently, the number of cells tracked
in a single time-lapse movie is much smaller (15-30) than the number of cells mon-
itored in a typical synchrony experiment (several hundreds at each time point). As a
result, an experimenter must acquire multiple time-lapse movies to achieve sufficient
sample sizes for analysis. Increasing cell density over the course of a time-lapse movie
doesn’t just limit sample size. The number of cell divisions observed in any given
experiment is usually no more than three or four. Thus, it is difficult to observe
long-term patterns in cell-cycle progression of individual cells and their progeny.
In addition, efforts to characterize the effects of increasing cell density on nutrient
availability–say at the interior of the growing microcolony–and thereby on individual
rates of growth and division have been limited. Nevertheless, both single-cell and
population-level data are rich and complementary sources of information that can
shed light on cell-to-cell dependence in cell-cycle progression.
1.3 Experimental Characterization of Cell-Cycle Progression
Studies dating as far back as the late 1950’s and early 1960’s have revealed hetero-
geneity in cell-cycle progression among presumably homogeneous cells (Powell (1955);
Sisken and Morasca (1965); Kubitschek (1966); Lord and Wheals (1981)). Some of
this early experimental work also revealed a dependence in cell-cycle progression
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across cells in a lineage (Powell (1955)). These studies used time-lapse microscopy
to monitor lineages of dividing bacterial cells and observed both positive, near zero,
and negative correlations in the cell-cycle progression of mother and daughter cells.
Positive correlations in the cell-cycle progression of sister cells (cells born of the same
mother) were also observed. Recent experimental studies have also suggested inter-
cell dependence in cell-cycle progression of lymphocytes (Hawkins et al. (2009)) and
mouse embryos (Balbach et al. (2012)). In budding yeast cells, classical studies sug-
gested the coordination of successive cell cycles as cells arrested at nuclear division
did not emit new buds or initiate new rounds of DNA synthesis in subsequent cycles
(Hartwell et al. (1974); Strathern et al. (1981)). However, comparatively little work
has been done in budding yeast to determine if and the extent to which measures of
cell-cycle progression are correlated between cells in a lineage.
1.4 Model-Based Characterization of Cell-Cycle Progression
Stochastic models that take into account correlations in the properties and cell-cycle
dynamics of individual cells have existed since the late 1960’s (Bell and Anderson
(1967); Smith and Martin (1973); Lebowitz and Rubinow (1974); Cooper (1982);
Rigney (1987); Webb (1987); Hejblum et al. (1988)). Two favored early models
of symmetric cell division were based on complementary descriptions of cell-cycle
progression and differed mainly in their specification of the G1 phase duration:
these were Cooper’s continuum model (Cooper (1982)) and the transition proba-
bility model of Smith and Martin (Smith and Martin (1973)). In the continuum
model, G1 variability was the result of variability in the rate of production of an
initiator, an unspecified molecular component responsible for the initiation of DNA
synthesis. In this model, four major parameters determined cell-cycle duration: the
rate of initiator synthesis; a threshold on the rate of synthesis needed for initiation of
DNA replication; the duration of a replication-segregation phase (effectively S, G2,
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and M phases combined); and the proportion of a mother’s initiator allocated to the
daughter cells. The model is deterministic though simulations were carried out with
Gaussian noise added to each parameter to represent heterogeneity. In simulation
studies, the continuum model predicted positive sister-sister correlation. In the tran-
sition probability model, some time after division a newly born cell entered a state
(A) of indeterminate length with a probability of exit that remained constant over
the course of the period. This A state was effectively the G1 phase. Once out of
the A state, a cell entered a deterministic phase (B) dedicated to DNA replication
and mitotic division (representing the combined durations of S, G2, and M phases).
As such, this model assumed that all variability in cell-cycle duration was due to
variability in G1 phase duration. In simulations with both the transition probability
model and the continuum model, mother-daughter correlations were predicted to be
either negative or close to 0.
Dependence in cell-cycle progression was explicitly modeled in dynamical repre-
sentations of cell populations built on differential equations (Lebowitz and Rubinow
(1974); Rigney (1987); Webb (1987); Hejblum et al. (1988)). Like experimental ob-
servations of the day, model-based estimates of correlations between sister cells and
mothers and daughters varied with organism and experimental system (Hejblum
et al. (1988) and references therein). Over time, these models grew in complexity to
account for variability in cell-cycle progression due to cell age and growth. Lebowitz
and Rubinow considered the effects of correlation between mother and daughter cells
on the asymptotic behavior and age distribution of a population of proliferating bac-
terial cells (Lebowitz and Rubinow (1974)). Rigney’s ground-breaking work proposed
a model capturing heterogeneity in cell division times of mammalian cells and relat-
ing correlation in cell division times to a cell growth-based mechanism. Fitting of
these models to data generally involved qualitative comparisons of model predictions
with observed dynamical behaviors of the cell populations. While these structured
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population dynamics models also found their way into studies of Saccharomyces cere-
visiae (Vanoni et al. (1983); Tyson and Hannsgen (1986)), correlation in cell-cycle
progression was not the focal point of the analysis.
Statistical models have also been developed to characterize cell-cycle progression
from single-cell measurements on lineages. One such family of models, the bifurcating
autoregressive or BAR models, was initially developed to characterize dependence
in general cellular properties–including cell-cycle progression–observed from lineages
of dividing cells (Cowan and Staudte (1986)). The model was proposed as an ex-
tension of the autoregressive (AR) models often found in time series analysis. The
original BAR model is based on four main parameters: a mean (µ) and variance (σ2)
for cell-cycle duration as well as parameters for conditional sister-sister (φ, given the
common mother) and marginal mother-daughter correlation (θ). Cell-cycle durations
are assumed to be multivariate normal-distributed and sister cells are assumed to be
marginally correlated with parameter ρ  θ2   p1 θ2qφ. The authors used classical
estimation techniques (e.g. maximum likelihood (ML)) for inference and the struc-
ture of the model lends itself to borrowing of information across replicate lineages.
The BAR model has been successfully applied to lineages of symmetrically divid-
ing bacterial and Chinese hamster cells (Staudte et al. (1996); Huggins and Basawa
(1999)). Extensions of the BAR model have been proposed allowing for heterogene-
ity in the mean cell-cycle duration of each lineage tree, batch effects among different
subsets of lineage trees, and long-range (multi-generational) cell-cycle dependencies
(Staudte et al. (1996); Huggins and Basawa (1999); da Saporta et al. (2011)). As yet,
neither BAR models nor similar statistical models for cell lineages have been applied
to budding yeast single-cell lineages to analyze correlation in cell-cycle progression.
However, statistical methods have been developed and applied with great success
to population measurements of cell division in budding yeast. One such model of
population division called CLOCCS (Characterizing Loss of Cell Cycle Synchrony)
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was developed to characterize budding yeast cell-cycle progression while accounting
for the different sources of asynchrony inherent in synchrony experiments (Orlando
et al. (2007); Orlando et al. (2009); Mayhew et al. (2011)). More specifically, the
model captures initial heterogeneity in cell-cycle position, cell-to-cell heterogeneity
in cell-cycle velocity, and differences in expected cell-cycle duration between mother
and daughter cells. The model is built on a branching process representation of
cell division in which the branch lengths represent the expected cell-cycle durations
of budding yeast cells. The model has been extended to fit a variety of different
data types including image-derived binary marker observations and flow cytometric
measurements of DNA content (Orlando et al. (2009); Mayhew et al. (2011)).
1.5 Organization of Thesis
The central aim of this work is to advance our understanding of the dynamics of
budding yeast cell-cycle division by analyzing dependence in cell-cycle progression. I
address this aim by developing complementary approaches to characterize the process
using both single-cell and population-based measurements. In Chapter 2, I introduce
a hierarchical model of cell division. The model captures cell-to-cell heterogeneity as
well as correlations in cell-cycle progression and is applied to previously published
lineage data. The hierarchical formulation of the model allows for borrowing of in-
formation across replicate lineages, and fully Bayesian parameter inference is carried
out. I discuss results of model fitting to three different lineage datasets comprising
two different genetic backgrounds and two different nutrient conditions. In Chapter
3, I draw on results from the single-cell analysis of Chapter 2 to extend the CLOCCS
model of population division. The model extensions allow for correlations in cell-cycle
durations as well as variation in daughter-specific G1 cell-cycle progression. I fit the
model by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), and test the estimation properties of
the extended model on simulated data for which the true model is known. Finally,
10
in Chapter 4, I summarize the major findings from Chapters 2 and 3 and discuss
potential future directions for this work in the larger context of computational and
statistical systems biology.
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2A Hierarchical Model of Budding Yeast Cell
Division at Single-Cell Level
In this chapter, I develop a hierarchical statistical model of budding yeast cell division
at the single-cell level to characterize dependence in cell-cycle progression. Encoded
within the model hierarchy is an asymmetric autoregressive process describing the
generation of a lineage tree. The model reflects biological characteristics of the bud-
ding yeast: the model formally describes the asymmetric division typical of budding
yeast. This asymmetry is captured with parameters representing differential corre-
lation structure in cell-cycle progression between parent cells and their progeny and
extended G1 phases for daughter cells. Parameter inference is fully Bayesian allow-
ing for the incorporation of prior information about budding yeast cell division. The
model is fit to three recently published time microscopy datasets consisting of cell
division measurements from multiple lineage trees and comprising different genetic
and nutrient environment conditions. Parameter inferences are discussed under the
three different experimental settings and different models of cell-cycle progression
are formally compared in a Bayes factor analysis.
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2.1 Single-Cell Measurements of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Division
Single-cell haploid yeast data was acquired for 26 wild-type lineages (213 cells) grown
in glucose, 19 6xCLN3 lineages (99 cells) grown in the preferred sugar source glu-
cose, and 21 lineages of 157 wild-type cells grown in the less preferred sugar glyc-
erol/ethanol all provided by the authors of Di Talia et al. (2007). The data were
derived from time-lapse microscopy experiments in which images of cells grown in
glucose were taken every 3 minutes while images of cells growing in glycerol/ethanol
were taken every 6 minutes. A single yeast cell (the founder cell) growing on an
agar plate was identified at the outset of the time-lapse experiment. The times of
occurrence of two landmark cell-cycle events were recorded for each yeast cell on the
plate: the appearance and disappearance of the myosin ring (see Figures 1.1 and
2.1). Myosin ring appearance and disappearance times are hereafter referred to as
budding and cycle times, respectively. The myosin ring is a contractile structure
that appears late in G1 phase just prior to the appearance of the bud (Bi et al.
(1998)), and was visualized by tagging Myo1p with green fluorescent protein (GFP)
(Figure 1.1). The disappearance of the myosin ring marks the end of cytokinesis
and hence the separation of the shared cytoplasm of the mother cell into mother and
daughter cytoplasms (Figure 1.1). These cells and their progeny were subsequently
monitored for additional budding and division times until cell density prevented
accurate measurements (Figure 2.1).
In each lineage, the time at which the founder cell began its cell cycle was not
known, and so the cell-cycle progression of the founder cell could not be determined.
Thus, each lineage was divided into two sub-lineages. The first sub-lineage had as an
initial cell the founder cell in its second observed cell cycle. The second sub-lineage
took the founder cell’s first daughter as its initial cell. Analysis was carried out
on these sub-lineages for each of the three datasets. In contrast to the bifurcating
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C10rel
B101rel
C101rel
B100rel
C100rel
0 B10 C10 B100 B101 C100 C101
Time
Figure 2.1: Here, a mother cell (cell 10) of the lineage proceeds through the cell
cycle, undergoing budding and division. Once divided from her daughter (cell 101;
follow blue arrow), the mother (now cell 100; follow orange arrow) undergoes another
round of division. As budding yeast divide asymmetrically, the daughter cell (101)
is born smaller than the mother (100). This small birth size contributes to a longer
G1 phase. The budding (B10) and division (D10) events for each cell were originally
observed in absolute time (shown on timeline at base of figure). In our analysis,
we transformed the absolute measurements to relative measurements or durations of
budding (Brel10 ) and division (D
rel
10 ).
autoregressive (BAR) model (Cowan and Staudte (1986)), correlation between the
initial cells of each sub-lineage (sister cells) is not modeled explicitly in the analysis
that follows.
I adopted the binary indexing scheme of Di Talia et al. (2007) to refer to cell
division characteristics specific to each individual cell cycle. The founder cell in each
pedigree was considered cell 1. After undergoing its first division, the founder cell
became mother origin cell 10. The newly divided daughter cell was labeled cell 11. In
this way, a 0 was appended to the label of a cell for each division subsequent to its first
cell cycle as a daughter cell. So, aside from the lineage founder cell, only newborn
daughter cells took labels ending in 1 (Figure 2.1). In adopting this numbering
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scheme, cells were divided into four different categories of cells: mother origins,
daughter origins, mother offspring, and daughter offspring. Daughter offspring cells
are cells in their first daughter cell cycles (excluding daughter origin cells). Mother
offspring cells are cells undergoing at least their second cell cycle.
2.2 Modeling Budding Yeast Cell Division at the Single-Cell Level
Time-lapse measurements of cell-cycle progression (as in Figure 2.1) can be viewed
as noisy observations of an underlying branching process in which the branches (cell-
cycle times) have a certain dependence on one another. Characterizing cell-cycle
progression in a given experimental condition requires inferring the branch lengths
(cell-cycle times) of the lineage tree as well as the correlations between them. In
the following sections, I develop a hierarchical model of cell division. To perform
Bayesian inference on model parameters, I appeal to Bayes’ theorem:
PrpΘpop, λ˜, βm, βd, τ 2 | B˜reli , C˜reli q9 (2.1)
L¹
i1
PrpB˜reli , C˜reli | λ˜i, βm, βd, τ 2,ΘpopqPrpλ˜i | ΘpopqPrpΘpop, βm, βd, τ 2q (2.2)
That is, the posterior distribution of model parameters (first line; parameters to be
described in the following sections) is proportional to the product of the likelihood
of the budding and division observations and the prior distribution on model pa-
rameters. Here, L is the number of lineages in a particular experimental setting.
Development of the model begins with specification of a likelihood and error model
for the budding and division measurements of a particular lineage:
PrpB˜reli , C˜reli | λ˜i, βm, βd, τ 2,Θpopq. (2.3)
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Next, I specify a branching process–and corresponding probability distribution–
underlying the mean structure for the observations:
Prpλ˜i | Θpopq. (2.4)
Finally, I specify the population-level parameters in the model hierarchy that facil-
itate borrowing of information across replicate lineages and the prior distributions
on those parameters:
PrpΘpop, βm, βd, τ 2q. (2.5)
The parameters of the hierarchical model are: λ˜i, a vector of cell-specific parameters
to specify the expected values of the budding and division observations; Θpop, the
subset of population-level parameters tΛ,∆, σ2λ, σ2δ , ψ, ρ, φu (see Table 2.2.1 for a
description); βm and βd, the proportions of the mother and daughter cell’s λs during
which the cell is unbudded. λ˜ from Equation 2.1 is a vector of the cell-specific
parameters from all lineages.
2.2.1 Likelihood and Error Model for Budding and Cycle Observations
For each cell j in lineage i, an absolute budding (Bi,j) and cell division or cycle time
(Ci,j) is observed. These measurements are absolute in that each event is recorded
at the time elapsed since the beginning of the movie for that lineage (Figure 2.1). In
constructing an error model for the budding and cycle times, I assume:
Bi,j  NormpµBi,j , τ 2q (2.6)
and
Ci,j  NormpµCi,j , τ 2q (2.7)
Combining these absolute budding and division observations into a multivariate vec-
tor: 
B˜i
C˜i


 MVNormpµ˜i, τ 2Iq (2.8)
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where B˜i and C˜i are vectors of absolute budding and division times for lineage i and
µ˜i is a vector of corresponding means µBi,j and µCi,j . The means of the observations
will be described in more detail in subsequent sections. From the joint specification
for the absolute measurements (above), it is assumed that the budding and division
times within a lineage are independent of one another. As cell-cycle durations of each
cell are of interest, I transform the absolute measurements into relative measurements
Breli,j and C
rel
i,j by subtracting the total time spent to reach the division that produced
cell j (Figure 2.1). More formally:
Breli,j  Bi,j  Ci,Antpjq (2.9)
Creli,j  Ci,j  Ci,Antpjq (2.10)
where Ci,Antpjq is the division time of the cell in lineage i that is cell j’s direct
antecedent (e.g. Ant(110) = 11).
After this linear transformation, the likelihood for relative budding and division
measurements for lineage i is:

B˜reli
C˜reli


|λ˜i,Θpop, βm, βd, τ 2  MVNormpAµ˜i, τ 2AA1q
A is the linear transformation matrix and µ˜i is the vector of the mean absolute bud-
ding and division times. It is assumed that the lineage observations are independent
from one another (hence the product in 2.2). The cell-specific branch lengths are
used to specify the expected value of budding and division times. Given the branch
lengths that arise from the branching process, the population parameters Θpop, and
the cell type of each cell j, the expected value of the budding and cycle times (µBi,j
and µCi,j) will be fully specified:
ErBreli,j |λ˜i,Θpop, βm, βds 
#
βmλi,j if j PMi
δi,j   βdλi,j if j P Di
(2.11)
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Table 2.1: Description of Population-Level Parameters in Hierarchical Model
Parameter Description
Λ population average mother cell-cycle duration
∆ population average daughter cell G1 phase extension
σ2λ variance in cell-specific λ branch lengths
σ2δ variance in cell-specific δ branch lengths
ψ correlation in λs from two successive mother cycles
ρ correlation between mother λ and daughter λ
φ correlation between mother λ and daughter δ
βm unbudded proportion of mother cell cycle
βd unbudded proportion of daughter λ branch
τ 2 measurement error variance
ErCreli,j |λ˜i,Θpop, βm, βds 
#
λi,j if j PMi
δi,j   λi,j if j P Di
(2.12)
Here, Mi and Di are the sets of indices in lineage i of mother and daughter cells,
respectively. The parameters βm and βd are not cell-specific and are shared across
all mother and daughter cells in each lineage of a given experimental setting.
2.2.2 An Asymmetric Autoregressive Process Describing Dependence in Cell-Cycle
Progression, Prpλ˜ | Θpopq
To capture correlation in cell-cycle duration and describe mean structure in bud-
ding and cycle times, I developed an autoregressive branching process. The process
formalizes the construction of a lineage tree (Figure 2.2). The cell-specific branch
lengths that make up the lineage tree (λ˜ from above) are based on two sets of pa-
rameters: λi,j’s and δi,j’s. λi,j represents the baseline cell-cycle duration for cell j
of lineage i while δi,j represents a daughter-specific extension to G1 phase duration.
As budding yeast cells divide asymmetrically, daughter cells are born smaller than
mothers. It is believed that daughter cells must spend more time in G1 to com-
pensate for their smaller birth sizes and reach a critical size required for cell-cycle
entry (Johnston et al. (1977); Di Talia et al. (2007)). To capture the correlation
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λ10 φ ρ
ψ
λ100
λ101δ101
Figure 2.2: The diagram is drawn to indicate the branch lengths underlying the
single-cell budding and division measurements in Figure 2.1. For this lineage, λ10 is
the expected cell-cycle duration of mother cell 10. The expected cell-cycle duration
of her subsequent cycle is λ100 which depends on her first cell cycle through the
correlation parameter ψ. For the daughter branch, two parameters specify expected
cell-cycle duration: δ101 and λ101. In general, the λ branch represents a baseline
cell-cycle duration for the daughter cell to which the δ branch is added to account
for the longer G1 phases observed in daughters. These branch lengths depend on the
mother’s cell-cycle duration through the correlation parameters ρ and φ respectively.
between these branch lengths, I introduce three correlation parameters: ψ, ρ, and
φ (see Table 2.2.1 for description). The branching process is asymmetric both in
terms of the branch lengths that make up the lineage and in terms of the correlation
structure: correlation between mother and daughter branches is different from that
between successive mother branches (Figure 2.2).
It is assumed that the budding and cycle times of specific cells in a given experi-
mental setting are marginally drawn from some overarching population distributions
of λi,j’s and δi,j’s:
λi,j  NormpΛ, σ2λq (2.13)
and
δi,j  Normp∆, σ2δ q (2.14)
σ2λ and σ
2
δ represent variation in the λi,j’s and δi,j’s, respectively, denoting cell-to-
cell variability in cell-cycle progression. Λ is the average population-level “base”
cell-cycle duration: the expected cell-cycle duration of a mother cell. The expected
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cell-cycle duration of a daughter cell can be longer. ∆ represents the population
mean daughter-specific G1 extension that explains this difference. In describing the
dependence between branch lengths, I assume that the branch lengths of each new
cell j are conditionally independent of the branch lengths of any previous cell in the
lineage given the cell-cycle progression of the new cell’s parent cell, Ant(j) (a first-
order autoregressive or AR(1) assumption). I also further assume that the branch
lengths of cell j take a conditional Normal distribution given the λ of the cell’s
mother (or λi,Antpjq).
δi,j|λi,Antpjq,Θpop  Norm

∆   φ σδ
σλ
pλi,Antpjq  Λq, p1  φ2qσ2δ	 for j P Di (2.15)
λi,j|λi,Antpjq,Θpop  Norm

p1  ρqΛ   ρλi,Antpjq, p1  ρ2qσ2λ
	
for j P Di (2.16)
λi,j|λi,Antpjq,Θpop  Norm

p1  ψqΛ   ψλi,Antpjq, p1  ψ2qσ2λ
	
for j PMi (2.17)
The above conditional Normal assumptions lead to a joint specification for the
branch lengths of lineage i conditional on the population parameters, Θpop:
λ˜i|Θpop  MVNormpµλ˜i ,Σλ˜iq (2.18)
where, due to the AR(1) assumption,
Σ1
λ˜i,j,k
 0 if j  k, j  Antpkq and k  Antpjq (2.19)
In other words, branch lengths of cells that are not part of the same “triad” (first
mother cycle, second mother cycle, and daughter cycle; Figure 2.2) are independent of
one another given all other branch lengths in the lineage tree. Also, in contrast to the
BAR model, the daughter and second mother cycles within a triad are conditionally
independent of one another given the first mother cycle.
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2.2.3 Prior Distributions on Model Parameters
In adopting a fully Bayesian approach to parameter inference, I incorporated empir-
ical knowledge of budding yeast cell division in prior distributions on different model
parameters. Specifically:
βm, βd  Betap2.4, 17.6q (2.20)
Λ  Normp78.2, 18.22q (2.21)
∆  Normp55.0, 22.52q (2.22)
ψ, ρ, φ  Unifp1.0, 1.0q (2.23)
σ2δ , σ
2
λ  Gammap0.95, 4.48q (2.24)
τ2  Gammap4.08, 10.18q (2.25)
These priors were biologically motivated and many were used in previous work with
cell populations (Orlando et al. (2009); Mayhew et al. (2011)). The Betap2.4, 17.6q
prior on βm and βd indicates an a priori expectation that cells spend 12% of their λ
branch durations in the unbudded state. The Unifp1.0, 1.0q priors on the correlation
parameters reflect the lack of strong a priori information. The Gammap0.95, 4.48q
priors on the precision rather than the variance in G1 phase delays (σ2δ ) and cell-cycle
durations (σ2λ) reflect prior beliefs that the standard deviations of the cell-specific
branch lengths are less than 15 and greater than 1 with high probability (0.965).
The Gammap4.08, 10.18q prior on precision in measurements of budding and division
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( 1
τ2
) is based on the belief that measurements are approximately within 6 minutes of
their true values.
2.2.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Sampling of Posterior Distribution
I fit the model to the single cell data using JAGS or Just Another Gibbs Sampler
(Plummer (2003); mcmc-jags.sourceforge.net). The program builds a Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler based on the dependencies between and distribu-
tional assumptions on variables in a graphical model. The first 10k iterations were
counted as burn-in to allow the sampler to find modes of high posterior probabil-
ity. The subsequent 250k iterations were retained for each parameter. The MCMC
chain was initialized for each dataset with sample estimates roughly corresponding
to each parameter. As I did not directly observe Λ or ∆, I used sample estimates
of the budded and unbudded durations of each cells cell cycle, respectively. Like-
wise, I initialized σ2λ and σ
2
δ with the sample variances of the budded and unbudded
cell-cycle durations. The initial points of the correlation parameter chains were
the sample correlations between successive mother budded durations (ψ), mother
and daughter budded durations (ρ), and mother budded and daughter unbudded
durations (φ). For τ 2, I used the prior mean as the MCMC starting point. The num-
ber of samples for each parameter was sufficient to estimate the 2.5th quantile of
each parameter’s marginal posterior distribution with a 0.01 margin error with 90%
probability by the Raftery-Lewis convergence diagnostic (Raftery and Lewis (1992);
cran.r-project.org/package=coda).
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2.3 Model Fitting to Budding and Division Times from Di Talia et
al.
2.3.1 Budding Yeast Cell-Cycle Progression Varies Across Experimental Settings
Inferring the parameters of the hierarchical model for the three different datasets
(wild-type in glucose, 6xCLN3 in glucose, and wild-type in glycerol/ethanol), re-
vealed distinct patterns of cell-cycle progression. Posterior inferences (modes and
95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals) are shown in Table 2.3.1. Population
average mother cell-cycle duration (Λ) was approximately 88 minutes for wild-type
cells in glucose. In contrast, mother cells divided nearly twice as slowly in glyc-
erol/ethanol (148 minutes). As Cln3 is a rate-limiting factor for cell-cycle entry
(Cross and Blake (1993); Di Talia et al. (2007)), daughters with 6 copies of CLN3
show comparatively short G1 extensions relative to wild-type daughters grown in
glucose (Table 2.3.1). Likewise, the estimated variation in 6xCLN3 daughter G1
extensions (σ2δ ) was much smaller compared to the corresponding estimates for wild-
type cells, reflecting the greater availability of the regulator Cln3 (Table 2.3.1). In
contrast, wild-type daughters in glycerol/ethanol take nearly 90 minutes more on
average to complete G1 than their mothers. Consistent with experimental evidence,
cell-cycle progression in glycerol/ethanol is in general slower than in the more pre-
ferred sugar source, glucose (Broach (2012)). The estimates of the measurement error
variance (τ 2) for wild-type and 6xCLN3 cells are comparable to one another though
distinct from the estimates for wild-type cells in glycerol/ethanol. This difference
between measurement error variance in the two sugar sources reflects differences in
temporal resolution of the time-lapse experiments (imaging every 3 vs. 6 minutes).
Classical studies have suggested that the combined S/G2/M duration is a roughly
constant interval shared by mother and daughter cells and that the primary source of
variability in cell-cycle duration is due to G1 phase variability (Hartwell and Unger
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Table 2.2: Posterior Inferences (Modes and 95% Highest Posterior Density Intervals
in parentheses) for Single-Cell Hierarchical Model
Wild-Type 6xCLN3 Wild-Type
Glucose Glucose GlyEth
Parameter Estimate Estimate Estimate
Λ 87.57 (84.50,90.95) 95.32 (91.52,100.06) 147.81 (140.21,155.87)
∆ 25.74 (19.93,31.27) 18.94 (14.20,23.30) 90.13 (76.91,101.15)
βm 0.17 (0.16,0.19) 0.15 (0.13,0.16) 0.27 (0.24,0.29)
βd 0.13 (0.08,0.18) 0.05 (0.01,0.09) 0.24 (0.19,0.29)
ψ 0.03 (-0.28,0.38) 0.25 (-0.28,0.68) 0.88 (0.68,0.98)
ρ -0.19 (-0.46,0.11) -0.38 (-0.72,0.19) 0.24 (-0.19,0.62)
φ -0.11 (-0.39,0.19) -0.77 (-1.00,0.16) 0.00 (-0.29,0.27)
σδ 17.60 (14.69,20.54) 5.03 (1.43,7.37) 37.40 (30.23,45.98)
σλ 16.70 (14.75,18.84) 17.17 (14.57,20.63) 25.45 (21.04,30.96)
τ 5.46 (4.82,6.23) 4.41 (3.72,5.32) 12.52 (11.27,14.19)
(1977)). The inferences for βm and βd can be used to address this hypothesis. The
mother budded period (S/G2/M; 1βm), is mildly (4% of total λ on average) shorter
than the budded proportion of daughter λ in wild-type cells growing in glucose
(Table 2.3.1), with the posterior probability of βm ¡ βd being 0.953. In 6xCLN3
cells, this difference in S/G2/M increases with mothers showing a nearly 10% (of
total λ) longer average S/G2/M duration and the posterior probability of βm ¡ βd 
0.999. The pattern appears reversed with wild-type cells grown in glycerol/ethanol.
Although the difference in unbudded proportion of the cell cycle between mothers and
daughters is still present (βm ¡ βd  0.808), it is less pronounced compared with the
differences in glucose (2% of total λ longer S/G2/M on average). Taken together,
the estimates suggest that the combined S/G2/M duration not only varies between
mother and daughter cells but that daughters tend to have longer S/G2/M durations
than mothers. The extent of these differences appears to depend on experimental
conditions.
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2.3.2 Analysis of Dependence in Cell-Cycle Progression Across Experimental Con-
ditions
Inferences on the correlation parameters ρ, ψ, and φ also revealed differences in de-
pendence of cell-cycle progression in the three different experimental settings. Moth-
ers growing in glycerol/ethanol appear to retain a very similar rate of cell division
throughout their lives as indicated by strongly positive (posterior mode of 0.88; Ta-
ble 2.3.1) correlations between durations of consecutive mother cell cycles (ψ). In
contrast, wild-type cells growing in glucose seem to show little to no correlation in
cell-cycle progression (Table 2.3.1; HPD intervals include 0). Thus, wild-type moth-
ers and daughters appear to divide in glucose at a rate largely independent of the
rates at which either they divided previously (for mothers) or their mothers divided
(for daughters). This pattern is also true of 6xCLN3 cells, as 6xCLN3 mothers and
daughters appear to divide at rates independent of the rates of immediately preceding
cells (Table 2.3.1). Despite the correlation observed between mother cycles, daugh-
ters growing in glycerol/ethanol appear to divide independently of their mothers’
cell-cycle progression.
2.4 Comparison of Different Cell-Cycle Models with Approximate
Bayes Factors
2.4.1 Computing Approximate Bayes Factors by Mixture Importance Sampling
To more formally investigate the dependence between successive mother cell cycles
in glycerol/ethanol, I computed Bayes factors (Kass and Raftery (1995)). A Bayes
factor is a tool for model comparison that evaluates the weight of evidence in data
for two competing models. More formally, it is a ratio of the marginal likelihoods of
data under the two models.
BF1,2 
³
PrpD|ΘM1qPrpΘM1qdΘM1³
PrpD|ΘM2qPrpΘM2qdΘM2
(2.26)
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BF1,2  PrpD|M1q
PrpD|M2q (2.27)
Here M1 and M2 represent two competing models, ΘM1 and ΘM2 represent the corre-
sponding parameters of each model and D is the data. The models may potentially
have non-nested parameter spaces. A log10 Bayes factor close to 0 indicates a lack
of evidence in the data to distinguish the two competing models while large positive
or negative log10 Bayes factors indicate a preference in the data for the model in the
numerator or denominator, respectively. To assess evidence in the data supporting a
model with nonzero correlation in cell-cycle progression, I compared different models
where the correlation parameters ψ, ρ, and φ were set to 0. With three correlation
parameters, the total number of models to compare is eight. For this analysis, the
larger model is always in the numerator of the Bayes factor.
To compute the marginal likelihood under a model first required integrating out
the cell-specific branch lengths (λ˜). Since the cell division observations are multi-
variate normal distributed and λ˜ is multivariate normal distributed:
B˜reli , C˜
rel
i |λ˜i, βm, βd, τ 2,Θpop  MVNormpAµ˜i, τ 2AA1q (2.28)
λ˜i|Θpop  MVNormpµ˜λ˜i ,Σλ˜iq (2.29)
B˜reli , C˜
rel
i |βm, βd, τ 2,Θpop  MVNormpAµ˜λ˜i , τ 2AA1   Σλ˜iq (2.30)
As I did not have a closed form for the unnormalized posterior distribution of each
model, I used importance sampling (IS) to compute an approximate Bayes factor. In
IS, one approximates an integral by performing Monte Carlo integration, sampling
from a density other than the density of interest in the integral and correcting for
the difference between the densities. For this analysis, the target density is the
unnormalized posterior distribution under a given model M . Specifically:
L¹
i1
PrpB˜reli , C˜reli |βm, βd, τ 2,Θpop,MqPrpΘpop,M , βm, βd, τ 2q (2.31)
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where Θpop,M is the set of the population-level parameters corresponding to a par-
ticular model M . For general importance sampling:
PrpD|M1q 
»
PrpD|ΘM1qPrpΘM1q
gpΘM1q
gpΘM1q
dΘM1 (2.32)
PrpD|M1q  1
S
S¸
i1
PrpD|ΘpiqM1qPrpΘ
piq
M1
q
gpΘpiqM1q
(2.33)
The second of the two above equations shows the IS approximation where the sum-
mation is over S samples (Θ
piq
M ) from the IS density g. The ratio of the unnormalized
posterior density to the IS density of the sampled parameters (Θ
piq
M1
) is the importance
sampling weight. A central task in performing importance sampling is identifying an
appropriate IS density, g. To get the importance sampling distribution of each sub-
model, I fit the sub-model to budding and division observations with JAGS, again
generating 10k burn-in iterations and retaining 250k posterior samples. Due to po-
tential asymmetry in the posterior densities estimated from some of the samples,
I fit a mixture of normal distributions by expectation-maximization to the MCMC
samples for each sub-model (Fraley et al. (2012)). The number of components in the
mixture (one to twelve possible components) was automatically determined for each
sample by Bayesian information criterion (BIC). The fitted component means and
covariance matrices were then used as the corresponding locations and scale matrices,
respectively, in a mixture of multivariate t densities (25 degrees of freedom). This
multivariate t distribution was used as the IS density, g. The marginal likelihoods
under each sub-model were computed from 25k importance samples generated by
each fitted sub-model mixture of t distributions. The 25k importance samples were
sufficient to achieve an effective sample size of at least 7-10k for all model compar-
isons (Liu (2008)), indicating that the IS weights generally had low variance. Thus,
the posterior distribution of parameters under each sub-model was being explored
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Table 2.3: log10 Bayes Factors for Wild-Type Cells Grown in Glucose
ψ  0 ρ  0 φ  0 ψ, ρ  0 ψ, φ  0 ρ, φ  0 ψ, ρ, φ  0
Full -0.649 -0.412 -0.601 -1.066 -1.251 -0.961 -1.606
ψ  0 - - - -0.416 -0.603 - -0.957
ρ  0 - - - -0.656 - -0.546 -1.193
φ  0 - - - - -0.648 -0.356 -1.005
ψ, ρ  0 - - - - - - -0.541
ψ, φ  0 - - - - - - -0.357
ρ, φ  0 - - - - - - -0.645
Table 2.4: log10 Bayes Factors for 6xCLN3 Cells Grown in Glucose
ψ  0 ρ  0 φ  0 ψ, ρ  0 ψ, φ  0 ρ, φ  0 ψ, ρ, φ  0
Full -0.311 -0.152 0.276 -0.472 0.027 0.164 -0.078
ψ  0 - - - -0.162 0.344 - 0.232
ρ  0 - - - -0.320 - 0.313 0.069
φ  0 - - - - -0.243 -0.118 -0.357
ψ, ρ  0 - - - - - - 0.388
ψ, φ  0 - - - - - - -0.110
ρ, φ  0 - - - - - - -0.243
Table 2.5: log10 Bayes Factors for Wild-Type Cells Grown in Glycerol/Ethanol
ψ  0 ρ  0 φ  0 ψ, ρ  0 ψ, φ  0 ρ, φ  0 ψ, ρ, φ  0
Full 6.021 -0.313 -0.737 5.627 5.327 -1.061 4.925
ψ  0 - - - -0.395 -0.700 - -1.100
ρ  0 - - - 5.941 - -0.746 5.242
φ  0 - - - - 6.060 -0.322 5.661
ψ, ρ  0 - - - - - - -0.703
ψ, φ  0 - - - - - - -0.397
ρ, φ  0 - - - - - - 5.985
with reasonable efficiency by the importance samplers.
2.4.2 Evidence of Dependence in Mother Cell-Cycle Progression in Glycerol/Ethanol
The results of this analysis corroborated the results of the hierarchical model fitting
of the three datasets. Namely, the data are consistent with a model in which a
cell growing in glycerol/ethanol, whether slow- or fast-dividing, retains her rate of
cell-cycle progression throughout her life. The log10 Bayes factors comparing larger
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models with sub-models in which ψ equals 0 are approximately 5.0 or larger, mea-
sures of decisive evidence for the models with nonzero ψ (Kass and Raftery (1995);
Table 2.4.1). In contrast, the Bayes factors for correlation between mother and
daughter cell-cycle progression in glycerol/ethanol suggest that the data is not con-
sistent with either model. In fact, all three datasets show little evidence against zero
correlation between mother and daughter cell-cycle progression (Tables 2.4.1, 2.4.1,
and 2.4.1). In particular, the 6xCLN3 data is not consistent with nonzero correlation
in cell-cycle progression between successive mother cell cycles and between mothers
and daughters. Moreover, the data on wild-type cells growing in glucose seem to
support a model in which the correlation parameters are 0 (log10 Bayes factor with
full model of -1.606; Table 2.4.1). A picture emerges of contrasting patterns of divi-
sion across sugar sources. For the sake of explanation, the mechanism of assigning
a cell a rate of division for one cycle is analogous to sampling the rate from some
distribution at its birth. In rich media (glucose), the rate at which a cell divides is
drawn independent of the rate of division of any cells preceding it. In poor media
(glycerol/ethanol), daughters also draw their rates of cell-cycle progression indepen-
dently of the rates of their mothers. However, once drawn, the cell’s rate of division,
whether slow or fast, appears to be retained over the cell’s lifespan.
2.5 Discussion of Single-Cell Model Fitting Results
This analysis has revealed evidence of dependence in budding yeast cell-cycle progres-
sion between successive mother cycles. However, this dependence was only detected
among mother cells growing in glycerol/ethanol. Indeed, data from cells growing
in glucose (both wild-type and 6xCLN3 cells) seems to support a model in which
cell-cycle progression is not correlated. It is worth noting that the lineage trees in
each dataset do not span more than 3-4 generations. Thus, it is difficult to claim
without more data that the observed correlations are maintained throughout a cell’s
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lifespan. Moreover, the lack of correlations observed for 6xCLN3 cells might be at
least partially attributable to the smaller sample size. With more observations, we
can determine whether the lack of dependence in cell-cycle progression we observe is
due to low power from smaller samples sizes. Nevertheless, this analysis suggests that
when drawing conclusions about cell-cycle progression, the genetic and environmen-
tal context of the cells must be taken into account: patterns of cell-cycle progression
were quite different across the three experimental settings. Elucidating the biological
mechanism by which this dependence arises in glycerol/ethanol is beyond the scope
of this work, but future analysis building upon the proposed hierarchical model offer
different potential directions for further investigation of cell division (discussed in
Chapter 4).
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3Using Single Cell Insights to Enhance the CLOCCS
Model of Budding Yeast Population Division
The hierarchical model of cell division at the single-cell level revealed correlation
between parameters of cell-cycle progression as well as considerable cell-to-cell vari-
ation in cell-cycle duration and daughter-cell-specific G1 phase delays. However,
time-lapse microscopy and other single-cell methods are but one class of a variety
of ways of monitoring and analyzing cell-cycle progression. Indeed, the method of
choice among cell-cycle biologists has been analysis of cell-cycle progression in popu-
lations of cells. Population-based methods require synchronization of a cell culture.
Synchronization of haploid budding yeast cells can be carried out by means of treat-
ment with mating pheromones, size-based separation of cells by centrifugation, or use
of genetic mutants who, upon changes in sugar source or temperature, fail to express
functional forms of required cell-cycle regulatory proteins (Hartwell et al. (1974)).
After releasing the synchronized population into the cell cycle, one collects indepen-
dent samples of the population over time. The samples are immediately placed in
fixative to prevent any further cell-cycle progression, prepared for microscopy, and
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Figure 3.1: In a synchrony experiment, an experimenter records the proportion of
cells with a particular marker of cell-cycle progression (here, the bud) at each time
point. As the population advances through the cell cycle, the proportion of budded
cells changes. Shown in the upper left and upper right panels of the diagram are
differential interference contrast microscopy images of two fields of view of budding
yeast cells at different points in the synchrony experiment. The times indicated are
in minutes. Records of the proportion of budded cells at each time point are compiled
to make a budding index curve (bottom panel).
scored for the presence of markers of interest. This scoring procedure results in a
dynamic index of the presence of a marker of interest in the dividing cell population
(Figure 3.1). The presence of a binary-valued cell-cycle marker for each cell is a
periodic event (e.g. the bud). Thus, the marker index for a perfectly synchronized
population of cells with no cell-to-cell variation in marker appearance would be a
square wave function.
However, owing to caveats of synchronization and different sources of biological
variation in a budding yeast population, perfect population synchrony is nearly im-
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possible to achieve in practice. Synchronization procedures tend to induce delays
in cell-cycle entry (hereafter termed recovery), and cells in the population can be
heterogeneous in their starting position relative to the point of cell-cycle entry. In
addition, daughter cells tend to spend more time on average in G1 phase than mother
cells due to the asymmetric nature of budding yeast cell division (Hartwell and Unger
(1977)) which produces daughters smaller than mothers at birth. Also, cells in the
population do not progress through the cell cycle at the same rate. These three
sources of variation contribute to asynchrony in the population thereby complicating
estimation of parameters of cell-cycle progression.
3.1 Introduction to CLOCCS Model
The CLOCCS (Characterizing Loss Of Cell Cycle Synchrony) model was developed
to infer parameters of cell-cycle progression from population data while accounting
for these different sources of asynchrony (Orlando et al. (2007); Orlando et al. (2009)).
The basic CLOCCS model specifies the distribution of the position at time t (Pt) of
a randomly sampled cell and assumes that cells take an initial position at the onset
of the time course that is normal distributed. The model also assumes that such a
cell–as well as its progeny–proceeds linearly through each cell cycle with a normal
distributed rate. Put more formally:
Pt  P0   V t (3.1)
Here P0 is a normal random variable representing the cell’s initial position and V is a
normal random variable representing the distribution of cell-cycle progression rates.
This is a linear combination of normal distributions, and hence the distribution of
Pt is normal.
In CLOCCS, the process of cell division is represented by a branching process (see
Figure 3.2) where the branch lengths are distances cells traverse. At each branch, a
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cell both begins a new cell cycle and contributes to the population a new daughter
cell who traverses her own branch in the lineage tree. The set of model parameters,
Θ, consists of components of the branching process like a mother cell’s expected cell-
cycle duration (Λ), a daughter’s additional time spent in G1 (∆), and the expected
period of recovery from synchronization by the population (µ0). Also included in Θ
are parameters that describe the different sources of asynchrony in the population
such as heterogeneity in the initial population’s recovery from synchronization (σ20)
and heterogeneity in rates of cell-cycle progression (σ2v). σ
2
0 and σ
2
v are the variances
of the normal distributions for P0 and V , respectively. It is assumed that the mean
cell-cycle velocity µv is constant over time, and equal to one cell-cycle unit/minute,
and that the cell-cycle velocities of mother and daughter cells are drawn from the
same distribution. A cell-cycle unit is 1
Λ
.
3.1.1 Representing Sub-Populations of Cells with Cohorts
Due to loss of synchrony, a time point sample represents a mixture of cells of different
genealogical ages in different phases of the cell cycle (Figure 3.2, part B). To model
the mixture of effects contributed by these sub-populations of cells, we consider cells
as belonging to different cohorts. Each cohort or subpopulation of cells is represented
by a normal density (different colored densities in Figure 3.2, part A). A cohort is
indexed by its generation (g) and its reproductive instance (r) where g is the number
of daughter cell-specific delays undergone by the cohort, and r is the index of the cell
division that produced the current cohort. The probability of randomly sampling a
cell from a given cohort {g,r} is:
Prpg, r | Θ, tq  MΘpg, r, tq
QΘptq (3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Shown in (A) is an example branching diagram depicting the CLOCCS
model process of division. Cohorts of the same color make up the population at the
correspond to time points in the synchrony experiment. The experiment begins with
cohort {0,0} distributed about the expected recovery time from synchronization, µ0.
Over the course of the synchrony experiment, the cohorts move along the branching
diagram at a linear rate. The cohorts contribute different amounts of probability
mass to different positions in the cell-cycle as they move along the branching diagram.
Each cell cycle is Λ minutes long and daughter cells spend an additional ∆ minutes
in their first cycle. At division, a cohort contributes a new cohort to the population
that proceeds through the cell cycle on its branch (e.g. {0,0} contributes cohort
{1,1}). At a given time point in the synchrony experiment, the probability that
a cell is at a particular position in cell division depends on the cohort to which it
belongs, and the cell-cycle position distribution at a time point is a mixture of the
cohort position distributions at that time point (B).
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where
MΘpg, r, tq 
$'&
'%
1 g  r  0
1  Φ ∆µgrt
σt
	   r1
g1

1 ¤ g ¤ r
0 otherwise
(3.3)
and
QΘptq 
¸
C
MΘpg, r, tq (3.4)
Here, C represents all possible cohorts, Θ  tµ0, σ20, σ2v ,Λ,∆u is the set of all CLOCCS
branching process parameters, µgrt  µ0   t r Λ g ∆, σt 
a
σ20   t2  σ2v , and
Φ is the standard normal cumulative density function.
3.1.2 CLOCCS Specification of Cell-Cycle Position Distribution
Over time, the cohorts move along the lineage tree, contributing different amounts of
probability mass to different parts of the cell-cycle time line (Figure 3.2, parts A and
B). To determine the probability of a randomly sampled cell from the population
being at cell-cycle position Pt requires marginalizing over the cohorts:
PrpPt | Θ, tq 
¸
C
PrpPt | Θ, g, r, tqPrpg, r | Θ, tq where (3.5)
PrpPt|Θ, g, r, tq  φ

Pt  pµ0   tqa
σ20   t2σ2v

(3.6)
when g=0 and r=0 or
PrpPt|Θ, g, r, tq 
φ

Ptpµ0 trΛg∆q?
σ20 t
2σ2v
	
a
σ20   t2σ2v

1  Φ ∆pµ0 trΛg∆q?
σ20 t
2σ2v
	 (3.7)
when Pt ¥ ∆, g  0 and r  0. Here φ is the standard normal density function. C
is the set of all cohorts. A cell from cohort {g,r} has to first undergo the recovery
period (µ0) as well as the g ∆ durations and r Λ durations to reach the expected
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beginning of its cell cycle. Cells from cohort {0,0} are always part of the population
and have infinite support on the negative real line while cells from other cohorts only
appear in the population starting from ∆ hence the cohort-specific truncation and
normalization evident in equation 3.7 (Figure 3.2).
3.1.3 Sampling Distribution of Budding Observations
CLOCCS is able to infer parameters of cell-cycle progression by fitting measurements
of binary-valued cell-cycle markers (e.g. presence of a bud) as well as continuous-
valued flow cytometric measurements of DNA content (Orlando et al. (2007); Orlando
et al. (2009); Mayhew et al. (2011)). To fit the CLOCCS model to population
measurements (e.g. budding) requires a likelihood. The parameter β represents the
expected proportion of the cell cycle during which a cell is unbudded. As such,
β takes values in the range 0 to 1. The probability of observing a budded cell
derives from the cell-cycle position distribution described above: the probability of
observing a budded cell under the CLOCCS model is the probability of observing a
cell positioned in the budded proportion of the cell cycle (so, in the interval p1βqΛ).
More formally:
Prpbj,t  1|β,Θ, tq 
¸
C
Prpbj,t  1|β,Θ, g, r, tqPrpg, r|Θ, tq (3.8)
where
Prpbj,t  1|β,Θ, g, r, tq 
C¸
c0

Φ
pc  1qΛ  pµ0   tqa
σ20   t2σ2v
	
Φ
pc  βqΛ  pµ0   tqa
σ20   t2σ2v
	ff
(3.9)
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when g  0 and r  0 and
Prpbj,t  1|β,Θ, g, r, tq 
C¸
c0

Φ

pc 1qΛpµ0 trΛg∆q?
σ20 t
2σ2v
	
 Φ

pc βqΛpµ0 trΛg∆q?
σ20 t
2σ2v
	ff
1  Φ

∆pµ0 trΛg∆q?
σ20 t
2σ2v
	
(3.10)
for given g ¡ 0 and r ¥ g. Here, C is the number of cell cycles in the lineage tree (e.g.
in Figure 3.2 C  2). The normalization for daughter cohorts (i.e. other than the
initial cohort {0,0}) is due to the fact that cells in those cohorts do not have positive
support for being positioned in a cell cycle until they enter the population. After
marginalizing over the cohorts, the probability pj,t  Prpbj,t  1|β,Θ, tq is taken as
a binomial success probability of finding a budded cell at time t. We consider time
point samples in the synchrony experiment as conditionally independent given the
CLOCCS model parameters (Θ) and the unbudded proportion parameter (β). The
likelihood of a set of budding observations is:
LpΘ, βq 
T¹
t1

Nt
nt


pntj,tp1  pj,tqNtnt (3.11)
where Nt and nt are the total number of cells and the number of budded cells,
respectively, counted at time t.
3.2 Allowing Correlated Branch Lengths and Variability in Daughter
G1 Progression in CLOCCS Model
The analysis of single cell data in the previous chapter revealed structure in cell-cycle
progression as well as marked variation in G1 phase durations of daughter cells under
different experimental conditions. In CLOCCS, it was previously assumed that the
branch lengths (Λ) of the branching process were constant or fixed effects and that
rates of cell-cycle progression were perfectly correlated from one mother branch to
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the next and from mother branches to daughter branches. Put in terms of single
cells, a hypothetical mother cell in the initial cohort would draw a cell-cycle velocity
from the normal distribution Np1.0, σ2vq. The mother cell would not only retain this
cell-cycle velocity over each of her subsequent cell cycles but would also bestow the
same cell-cycle velocity to every one of her daughters.
In this section, I explore the possibility of extending the model to be more com-
parable to the single-cell model from the previous chapter, allowing for different
cell-cycle branch lengths in the population lineage tree as well as arbitrary (not
perfect) correlations between them. The CLOCCS model construction also assumed
that daughter-specific G1 extensions (∆) were fixed effects that did not vary between
daughter branches. I test these two assumptions in the following analysis, extending
the CLOCCS population model to allow for heterogeneity and dependence in cell-
cycle and daughter G1 branch lengths. I evaluate the information in population data
to recover correlation parameters and variances in cell-cycle and daughter G1 branch
lengths by simulating budding data from models with known parameter settings.
3.2.1 Parameterizing Model in Terms of Branch Lengths Rather Than Velocities
Incorporating branch-specific cell-cycle velocities into the CLOCCS model is com-
plicated by their non-linear contribution to position. Thus, we re-parameterized the
model in terms of branch-specific durations (see Figure 3.3). That is, the likelihood
of a randomly sampled cell from the population at time t falling at cell-cycle position
Pt given the model parameters Θ is:
PrpPt|Θ, tq 
»
λ˜
¸
B
PrpPt|Θ, B, t, λ˜qPrpB|t,Θ, λ˜qPrpλ˜|Θq (3.12)
Here λ˜ is a vector of the branch lengths of the population lineage tree (both λs and δs)
and B is the set of branch-specific indices (e.g. 1, 10, 11, etc.). The binary indexing
scheme for each branch is needed to trace the antecedence of a cell belonging to a
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Figure 3.3: Shown is an adapted branching diagram from Figure 3.2. In the
extended CLOCCS model, branch lengths (Λ and ∆) are not constant and shared
throughout the diagram but rather are means of population-level distributions from
which branch-specific durations (λs and δs arise). The extended model focuses on
capturing variation in and correlation between these branch-specific durations.
particular branch. Rather than fixing the cell-cycle branch lengths and daughter-
specific G1 extensions to the same durations (Λ and ∆ respectively) as in the previous
CLOCCS formulation, this extended model allows for branch lengths to vary and
depend on one another. Allowing for dependence in these branch-specific durations
requires specifying a multivariate probability distribution on the durations (λ˜).
3.2.2 Probability Distribution on Branch Lengths (λ˜) of the Population Lineage Tree
To allow for dependence and heterogeneity in branch lengths, I augment the set
of CLOCCS model parameters, Θ, to include the five new parameters: the branch
correlation parameters ψ, ρ, and φ; and the variances in branch lengths σ2λ and σ
2
δ .
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ψ represents the correlation between ”mother” cell-cycle branches (e.g. between λ1
and λ10 in Figure 3.3) in the population lineage tree. ρ represents the correlation
between ”mother” and ”daughter cell-cycle branches (e.g. between λ1 and λ11 in
Figure 3.3). φ corresponds to the correlation between a mother cell-cycle branch and
a daughter G1 extension branch (e.g. between λ1 and δ11 in Figure 3.3). As in the
single cell model of the previous chapter, it is assumed that the branch lengths (λ˜)
are distributed multivariate normal:
λ˜  MVNormpµλ˜,Σλ˜q (3.13)
Marginally speaking:
λi  NormpΛ, σ2λq (3.14)
and
δi  Normp∆, σ2δ q (3.15)
Thus, as σ2λ and σ
2
δ approach 0, the expected cell-cycle and daughter G1 branch
lengths become Λ and ∆, respectively, as in the original CLOCCS model. Here the
mean vector, µλ˜ of the multivariate normal distribution for λ˜ consists of a number of
λs equal to the the total number of links in the population lineage tree followed by
a number of δs equal to the number of daughter links in the population lineage tree.
As indicated, the branch lengths of the population lineage tree (λ˜) are conditionally
independent of time t given the model parameters Θ.
To specify the covariance matrix, Σλ˜, I use an autoregressive structure following
(Ripley (1981)):
λ˜  µλ˜   Apλ˜ µλ˜q   λ˜ (3.16)
λ˜ µλ˜  pI  Aq1λ˜ (3.17)
with
λ˜  MVNormp0,Σq (3.18)
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By multivariate normal theory:
Σλ˜  V arpλ˜ µλ˜q  pI  Aq1ΣppI  Aq1q1 (3.19)
The matrix A has zero-valued diagonal and upper-diagonal elements. For the
lower diagonal elements of A:
Ai,j 
$'&
'%
ψ if i P ΛM and j  Antpiq
ρ if i P ΛD and j  Antpiq
φ σδ
σλ
if i P ∆D and j  Antpiq
(3.20)
Here, Antpiq is the index of the branch that immediately precedes branch i in the
population lineage tree (e.g. Ant(110) = 11) . ΛM and ΛD are sets of the indices
of mother and daughter cell-cycle branch durations, respectively. ∆D is the set of
indices of daughter G1 extension branches.
The covariance matrix, Σ, has zero-valued off-diagonal elements. In particular,
σ2i,i  V arpλi|λAntpiqq in the case of cell-cycle branches and σ2i,i  V arpδi|λAntpiqq
in the case of daughter branch G1 extensions. If i  1 then σ2i,i  σ2λ. If i ¡ 1 is
associated with a ”mother” cell-cycle branch (e.g. branch λ10) then σ
2
i,i  p1ψ2qσ2λ.
If i corresponds to a ”daughter” cell-cycle branch (e.g. branch λ11) then σ
2
i,i 
p1  ρ2qσ2λ. Likewise, if i ¡ 1 corresponds to a daughter G1 extension branch such
as δ11 then σ
2
i,i  p1  φ2qσ2δ . The diagonal elements in the covariance matrix (with
the exception of i  1) are the conditional variances of the corresponding branch
length given λAntpiq, its antecedent branch. This construction guarantees that the
marginal variances of the λi and δi branches are σ
2
λ and σ
2
δ respectively. So, as in
the single cell model of the previous chapter, the λi and δi branch lengths are jointly
distributed multivariate normal and thereby conditionally normal distributed given
their antecedent λ branch and the CLOCCS model parameters Θ. Also as previously
developed, branch lengths are assumed to be conditionally independent of all other
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preceding branch lengths given the immediately preceding antecedent branch length
(e.g. λ110 K λ1|λ11; first order autoregressive assumption). Specifically:
δi|λAntpiq,Θpop  Norm

∆   φ σδ
σλ
pλAntpiq  Λq, p1  φ2qσ2δ	 for i P D (3.21)
λi|λAntpiq,Θpop  Norm

p1  ρqΛ   ρλAntpiq, p1  ρ2qσ2λ
	
for i P D (3.22)
λi|λAntpiq,Θpop  Norm

p1  ψqΛ   ψλAntpiq, p1  ψ2qσ2λ
	
for i PM (3.23)
where M and D are the sets of indices corresponding to mother and daughter
branches, respectively, in the population lineage tree.
3.2.3 Determining the Probability that a Cell is Positioned on a Given Branch of
the Population Lineage Tree
In contrast to the original CLOCCS formulation, cells are categorized not as belong-
ing to cohorts but rather as being positioned on different branches. The probability
of a cell being on a particular branch, B, in the population lineage tree is the prob-
ability that the current time, t, is between the beginning and end points of that
branch. Probability masses associated with each branch will vary with time owing
to the cell-cycle progression of the population.
PrpB|Θ, λ˜, tq  MpB|Θ, λ˜, tq°
BMpB|Θ, λ˜, tq
(3.24)
where
MpB|Θ, λ˜, tq  Φ

t pµ0   I B 1λ˜qb
σ20   I B 1Σλ˜I B

(3.25)
if B  1 and
MpB|Θ, λ˜, tq  Φ

t pµ0   I B 1λ˜qb
σ20   I B 1Σλ˜I B

 Φ

t pµ0   IB 1λ˜b
σ20   IB 1Σλ˜IB

(3.26)
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otherwise. Φ is the standard normal CDF, and both IB and I
 
B are vectors that
select different elements of λ˜. IB selects all branch lengths (λ’s and δ’s) leading
up to but not including the durations associated with branch B. For example, I100
would contain 1s at the positions indexed by λ1 and λ10 since those branch lengths
precede branch 100. No positions in I100 indexed by δs would take a value of 1, and
all other elements in the vector would be zero-valued. Likewise, I B selects all branch
lengths leading up to and including those associated with branch B. As an example,
I 101 would be zero-valued except for 1’s at positions corresponding to λ1 and λ10 (the
preceding branch lengths in branch 101’s lineage). The vector would also contain
1’s at positions corresponding to λ101 and δ101 since those branch lengths are part of
branch 101.
The branch indices (B), like the cohorts in the original CLOCCS model, are a
device to evaluate the probability of different sub-populations of the cell popula-
tion. In addition, the branch indices are necessary to keep track of the genealogical
relationships between the branches and thereby to specify the trajectory followed
by a particular cell that could fall on a particular branch. In this way, the above
distribution specifies the probability that a cell at time t has reached the cell cycle
associated with a given branch. Unlike the previous CLOCCS formulation in which
variation in a cell’s cell-cycle position was a quadratic function of time (σ20   t2σ2v),
the current formulation involves stepwise increases in cell-cycle position variance due
to the transition of a cell from one branch to another or even within a branch (e.g.
from the G1 extension to the λ of a daughter branch).
3.2.4 Sampling Distribution for Budding Observations Under Extended Model
As previously, the probability of a randomly sampled cell j being budded at time t
corresponds to the probability of the cell being in the budded proportion of the cell
cycle. In contrast to the original CLOCCS model, the probability of a particular cell
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being budded at time t depends on the branch (B) on which it is positioned rather
than the cohort to which it belongs:
Prpbj,t  1|Θ, tq 
¸
B
»
λ˜
Prpbj,t  1|Θ, B, t, λ˜qPrpB|Θ, λ˜, tqPrpλ˜|Θqdλ˜ (3.27)

¸
B
Prpbj,t  1|Θ, B, tqPrpB|Θ, tq (3.28)
The distribution over the different branch lengths in the lineage tree (λ˜) as well as
the probability of sampling a cell from a particular branch (PrpB|Θ, λ˜, tq) have been
specified in previous sections. It is important to note that this sampling model is
applicable to all binary-valued markers of cell-cycle progression, though we focus on
the bud in our analysis.
The probability mass associated with sampling a budded cell from a particular
branch B is the probability that the current time t falls between the two endpoints
of the budded period of that branch.
Prpbj,t  1|Θ, B, t, λ˜q  PrpIbudB 1λ˜ ¤ t   I B 1λ˜|Θ, B, t, λ˜q (3.29)
More formally:
Prpbj,t  1|Θ, B, t, λ˜q 
Φ

tpµ0 I
 
B
1
λ˜qb
σ20 I
 
B
1
Σλ˜I
 
B
	
 Φ

tpµ0 IbudB
1
λ˜q?
σ20 I
bud
B
1
Σλ˜I
bud
B
	
Φ

tpµ0 I
 
B
1
λ˜qb
σ20 I
 
B
1
Σλ˜I
 
B
	 if B  1 (3.30)
Prpbj,t  1|Θ, B, t, λ˜q 
Φ

tpµ0 I
 
B
1
λ˜qb
σ20 I
 
B
1
Σλ˜I
 
B
	
 Φ

tpµ0 IbudB
1
λ˜q?
σ20 I
bud
B
1
Σλ˜I
bud
B
	
Φ

tpµ0 I
 
B
1
λ˜qb
σ20 I
 
B
1
Σλ˜I
 
B
	
 Φ

tpµ0 I

B
1
λ˜qb
σ20 I

B
1
Σλ˜I

B
	 otherwise (3.31)
The vector IbudB is a selector vector similar to I
 
B except that instead of a 1 at the
position in the vector corresponding to cell-cycle branch length λB, there is β. As
the time course necessarily begins with cells on the ”1” link of the lineage tree, the
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normalizing constant of the budding probability Prpbj,t  1|Θ, B  1, t, λ˜q includes
all mass up to and including the end of the ”1” link. Similarly to the original
CLOCCS model, our assumptions of normality mean that cells on later generation
branches (e.g. branch 111) in the tree can exist and be budded early in the time
course. Likewise, cells on early generation branches in the tree have zero probability
of being alive and budded throughout the synchrony experiment. However, in both
of these cases, the probability of such events is vanishingly small. Here, the branch
lengths λ˜ as well as the branch indices (B) of the population lineage tree are nuisance
parameters to be integrated out.
As in previous developments, the probability of sampling a budded cell at a time
t (that is, Prpbj,t  1|Θ, tq) is taken as a success probability in a binomial likelihood.
Certain combinations of parameter values can produce budding probabilities greater
than 1. For example, large cell-to-cell variation in daughter cell-specific G1 phase de-
lay (σ2δ ) permits negative branch-specific δ’s. Parameter combinations that resulted
in biologically impossible phenomena (such as daughter cells being budded before
they were born) were assigned a likelihood of 0.
3.2.5 Prior Distributions and Model Fitting
Prior Distributions
Taking a Bayesian approach to inference dictates the specification of prior distri-
butions on model parameters. Based on previous observations of wild-type haploid
cell-cycle durations (Orlando et al. (2009); Mayhew et al. (2011)), a Normp78.2, 18.2q
prior was placed on Λ and a Normp41.4, 11.25q prior on ∆. To constrain the infer-
ences for the variances on the cell-cycle and daughter G1 extension branch lengths,
a Gammap9.12, 35.15q prior distribution was placed on σδ
∆
and σλ
Λ
. These distribu-
tions concentrated prior mass on those combinations in which standard deviation
was less than the mean. The mean of these distributions was set to  0.25, indicat-
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ing a prior expectation that individual daughter G1 extensions or cell-cycle branch
lengths would fall outside a range of 0.5∆ (or 0.5Λ) with approximately 5% proba-
bility. The correlation parameters (ρ, ψ, and φ) were given a Unifp0, 1q distribution.
This distribution is equivalent to a Betap1, 1q distribution. A linear transformation
of the correlation parameters allowed them to take values in the range (-1,1). With-
out strong prior beliefs that correlations between branch lengths would be present,
the transformed prior distribution incorporated weak information (a re-scaled Beta
distribution with α  2 and β  2). The resulting prior distribution for the corre-
lation parameters was symmetric and slightly peaked with a mean and mode at 0.0.
For the recovery period parameters (µ0 and σ0), some recovery time was expected.
It was also expected that recovery time would not exceed the time required for a
single cell division. So, an exponential prior was placed on µ0 (Exppλ  1{78.2q). An
Inv-Gammap2, 78.2{3q prior was placed on σ0, reflecting strong a priori beliefs that
recovery time was both positive and less than two cell divisions in length. Finally, a
Betap2.4, 17.6q prior distribution was placed on the budding proportion parameter β
(Orlando et al. (2009)).
Model Fitting by Random Walk Markov chain Monte Carlo Sampling
To fit our population model to each simulated dataset, we used a random walk
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler with Metropolis updates (Metropolis
et al. (1953)). The sampler was run for a burn-in period of 25k iterations. During this
burn-in period we tuned the random walk algorithm based on parameter acceptance
rates. We then retained the following 500k iterations for further analysis. To facili-
tate sampling along the real line, we performed the logit transformation for β, 1 ρ
2
,
1 ψ
2
, and 1 φ
2
. We also performed the log transformation for σ0. The log transform
was also performed and the corresponding prior distribution was derived for σδ
∆
and
σλ
Λ
. Initial parameter settings were µ0  90.0, logpσ0q  2.5, Λ  85.0, ∆  41.4,
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logpσδq  2.5, logpσλq  2.5, logitp1 ρ2 q  0.0, logitp1 ψ2 q  0.0, logitp1 φ2 q  0.0, and
logitpβq  1.386294.
The Raftery diagnostic was computed to assess MCMC convergence (Raftery and
Lewis (1992)). By this diagnostic, the 500k retained iterations from the fitting of
each simulated dataset (described in more detail in the next section) were sufficient
to estimate the 2.5th quantile within a 0.005 margin of error with 95% probability
for all but one parameter: ∆. In fact, sampling of the posterior for ∆ seemed very
inefficient with significant autocorrelation between samples more than 100 iterations
apart. In addition, posterior samples of Λ and β also showed significant long-range
(more than 50 iterations) autocorrelation despite passing the Raftery diagnostic. As
random walk MCMC is known to be a less efficient method for posterior sampling,
exploring other sampling approaches might address the observed inefficiencies.
3.3 Simulation Study with Extended CLOCCS Model
3.3.1 Simulation of Dividing Populations of Budded Yeast Cells
To evaluate the quality of fits of the extended model, I implemented simulator soft-
ware to both construct random lineage trees and represent changes over time in the
position of cells on the trees based on our modeling assumptions. The simulator was
built to mimic a population budding time course experiment, accounting for the dif-
ferent effects of asynchrony. The simulator took the following as input: values of the
different parameters of the population model; the number of cells in the population
at the onset of the experiment; the time points in minutes at which budding counts
were collected; the number of cells counted at each time point; and the number of di-
visions the population of cells underwent. The software returned a vector consisting
of the number of budded cells at each specified time point.
In evaluating the extended model’s fit to simulated data with known parameters,
five different simulated datasets were generated. For all five datasets, µ0  95.97
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minutes, logpσ0q  2.7, Λ  80 minutes, ∆  35 minutes, σλ  e2.5  12.18 minutes,
and β  0.14. The true size of the initial population was set to 10k, the number of
cells to be collected at each time point to 200, and the number of cycles undergone
by the cell population to 5. In the first three simulated datasets, there was either no
(ρ  0.0, ψ  0.0, φ  0.0), mild (ρ  0.3, ψ  0.3, φ  0.3), or strong (ρ  0.9,
ψ  0.9, φ  0.9) correlation in cell-cycle duration, respectively. For these three
datasets, σδ  e2  7.39 minutes. In the fourth and fifth datasets, variances in
daughter G1 phase extension branches varied. For these two datasets, the correlation
parameters (ρ, ψ, and φ) were set to 0.0 and σδ was set to e  2.72 minutes and
e3  20.09 minutes, respectively. These five different models correspond to five
different functions for the probability of budding over time in the true underlying
cell population.
Figure 3.4 depicts the expected fraction in the cell population as a function of
time. Under the five different models, one can see differences in the amplitude
of peaks in budding as well as the rate of damping in the curve (Figure 3.4). In
particular, models with lower variation in daughter G1 phase extension (smaller σδ)
lose synchrony at a lower rate and, consequently, higher amplitudes in peaks in the
budding curve after the first cell cycle. Models with higher absolute magnitude
correlations between branch lengths also show higher peak amplitude and longer
maintenance of budding oscillations. Importantly, varying either G1 phase extension
variability or correlation between branch lengths seems to have no effect on the
behavior of the budding curve through the first peak. This result is not surprising in
that G1 phase extensions are unique to daughter cells which generally do not arise
in the population until after the first peak in budding. Also, correlations in branch
lengths cannot be estimated until at least two cycles have been observed.
In synchrony experiments, at least three variables are under the direct control
of the biologist: the number of cell divisions observed; the number of cells counted
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ρ=0.0, ψ=0.0, φ=0.0, log(σδ)=2.0
ρ=-0.3, ψ=0.3, φ=-0.3, log(σδ)=2.0
ρ=-0.9, ψ=0.9, φ=-0.9, log(σδ)=2.0
ρ=0.0, ψ=0.0, φ=0.0, log(σδ)=1.0
ρ=0.0, ψ=0.0, φ=0.0, log(σδ)=3.0
Figure 3.4: Shown are the probabilities of randomly sampling a budded cell over a
period of observation of two cycles. Note that the budding probabilities are those of
the ”true” population and do not include sampling variability inherent to counting
a subset of cells from the population (Figure 3.9). The simulated budding curve
under a model of no correlation is difficult to distinguish from the curve under either
a model of weak correlation (compare blue curve with green curve) or a model of
relatively reduced variation in G1 phase delay (compare blue curve with magenta
curve). Though, as the absolute magnitude of correlation increases, so too does
the amplitude of peaks in the simulated curve (compare blue curve with green and
orange curves). Peak amplitude seems inversely related to variation in G1 phase
delay (compare magenta curve with blue and black curves).
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at each time point; and the sampling rate or frequency of time points in the time
course. Changing one or more of these variables will undeniably have an effect on
the information content in the data and, thereby, on our ability to estimate model
parameters. Knowing the times at which and the extent to which these different
experimental variables resolve the true population budding curve and thereby dis-
tinguish one model from another (e.g. high vs. low inter-branch correlation) would
provide valuable and actionable information for population-based synchrony exper-
iment design. Thus, in a separate analysis, an additional dataset was simulated
in which the number of cell divisions observed was varied. Specifically, simulated
budding counts were generated over three–rather than two–cycles (Figure 3.5). The
three cycle budding curves in Figure 3.5 seem to suggest that extending the number
of cycles observed in a synchrony experiment can aid in the distinction of different
cell-cycle models. For each combination of model and experimental setting, 10 simu-
lated datasets were generated. The population model was then fitted to each dataset
to verify consistency in sampling-based inferences.
3.3.2 Parameter Inferences from Simulation Study
After model fitting, we evaluated the accuracy of the population model in capturing
the true values of each parameter, particularly those of ρ, ψ, φ and σδ. Encouragingly,
95% posterior credible intervals for nearly all of the model parameters included the
true parameter values (Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8). However, inferences for the
correlation parameters were quite wide and included 0 (Figure 3.7). In addition,
inferences for σδ appeared removed from the true values (Figure 3.8). Parameter
estimates are inherently biased by the prior distribution in Bayesian inference, and
influence from the prior did appear to be a factor as inferences for σδ were closer
to the prior means than the true values (dashed vs. solid black lines in Figure 3.6).
Furthermore, estimates were consistent across each of the 10 datasets simulated under
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ρ=-0.3, ψ=0.3, φ=-0.3, log(σδ)=2.0
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Figure 3.5: Shown are the probabilities of randomly sampling a budded cell over
a period of observation of three cycles. We note that the budding probabilities are
those of the ”true” population and do not include sampling variability inherent to
counting a subset of cells from the population. The differences between budding
curves under the five models become more exaggerated with the observation of the
additional cycle (compare with Figure 3.4).
each model suggesting that this effect was not the result of sampling variability in
the simulated data. In addition, in those cases where model inferences did not agree
with the true parameter values, estimates for other parameters also appeared to
deviate from their true values. This effect can be seen for model 5 (black lines in
Figures 3.6 and 3.8) in which the inferences for µ0, Λ, ∆, and β are systematically
shifted from the true values. This pattern can also be seen, to a lesser extent, with
model 3 (orange lines in Figures 3.6 and 3.8) in which the correlation parameters are
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set to values of high magnitude.
To determine whether this bias was the result of a high degree of correlation
between the different model parameters, I used the retained MCMC samples to
compute the sample correlation matrix, C. With the sample correlation matrix, C,
I performed an eigen-decomposition to compute the condition number, κpCq.
κpCq 
λmax
λmin
 (3.32)
The closer the correlation matrix’s condition number is to infinity, the more ill-
conditioned is the matrix. A condition number close to infinity indicates the existence
of a near singularity or strong linear dependence between model parameters while
a condition number closer to 1 suggests that the parameters are, for the most part,
linearly independent of one another. I computed condition numbers for the sample
correlation matrices from one two-cycle data fitting of each of the five models. I
found that the condition numbers were consistent across models (model 1 - 118.891,
model 2 - 134.363, model 3 - 141.360, model 4 - 143.261, model 5 - 118.189) and
did not exceed 144. Further analysis of the eigenvalues is required to determine the
extent of linear dependence between parameters in the model posterior.
Similar results were obtained from fitting three cycles of budding data as opposed
to two cycles (results not shown). Considering the sampling variability inherent of
later cycles in a synchrony experiment, this result is not surprising (Figure 3.9).
More specifically, due to asynchrony in the population, the probability of sampling
a budded cell is closer to 0.5 the longer the synchrony experiment is conducted. At
that point, binomial sampling variability is also at its maximum, complicating the
distinction of different models from the second cycle onward. The differences be-
tween competing models are subtle before even factoring in this sampling variability.
Perhaps expectedly, these results for the correlation parameters suggest that it might
be difficult to extract information about single cells (at least in their dependence in
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Figure 3.6: Shown are inferences for population model parameters µ0, Λ, ∆, and
β based on two cycles of simulated data with 200 cells sampled at time points 8
minutes apart. Each red dot and bar represents the posterior mean and 95% posterior
credible interval for the plotted parameter from the fitting of one two-cycle dataset
simulated under one of the models. Models are represented here by colored lines,
and the colors correspond to the colors of the true population budding curves in
Figure 3.4. Solid lines demarcate the true values of the plotted parameter under the
particular model while dashed lines indicate the prior mean of the plotted parameter.
Nearly all credible intervals overlap the true model parameter values suggesting that
the population model fitting is performing adequately. Also, the inferences appear
internally consistent as the posterior means and credible intervals within each model
seem to fall on a line with one another. Though the credible intervals do for the
most part overlap the true parameter values, the parameter inferences appear biased
for some models (e.g. model 3 - orange lines, model 5 - black lines)
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Figure 3.7: Shown are inferences for the branch length correlation parameters ρ,
ψ, and φ based on two cycles of simulated data with 200 cells sampled at time points
8 minutes apart. As indicated by wide credible intervals for model parameters that
include the value 0.0, the population model cannot recover the true values of the
correlation parameters. Instead, the inferences seem to be closer to the prior mean
suggesting limited information in the data. Line colors and type are as described in
Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.8: Inferences for the model standard deviation parameters, σ0, σλ, and σδ
based on two cycles of simulated data with 200 cells sampled at time points 8 minutes
apart. While inferences for σ0 and σλ accurately capture the true parameter value,
the inferences for σδ (middle panel) appear to be influenced by the prior distribution
and are removed from their true values under models 4 and 5 (magenta and black
lines). Line colors and type are as described in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.9: Shown are proportions of budded cells (out of 200 cells) sampled from
the expected budding curves in Figure 3.4. The colors of the five different curves
correspond to the five models for which simulated data was generated. As shown,
the models are indistinguishable from one another during the first cycle (first peak).
However, sampling variability complicates distinction of the models in the second
cycle (second peak).
cell-cycle progression on one another) from population-level measurements.
3.3.3 Discussion of Results from Simulation Study
The results suggest, at least under the experimental settings in the simulation study,
that information content in the data were not sufficient to distinguish the true un-
derlying cell-cycle models from one another. Posterior inferences for the correlation
parameters and σ2δ appeared to be largely influenced by their prior distributions
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and were removed from their true values. The observation of an additional cycle of
data did not appear to affect these inferences. However, as previously mentioned,
other experimental parameters can be tuned beyond the number of cycles observed:
namely, the number of cells counted at each time point and the number and spacing
of sampled time points. In this analysis, I have only just begun to explore the ef-
fect of sampling variability on model fitting. While the budding success probability
curves under the different models appear (at least by eye) to be distinguishable from
one another, sampling variability could potentially blur this distinction especially at
points in the synchrony experiment at which the success probability is close to 0.5
and the total number of counted cells is relatively small (e.g.   200). Using the simu-
lator as a foundation for further analysis, one can explore the effects of these different
design parameters on estimation and power to distinguish different cell-cycle models.
Such results would have important implications for experimental design and could
provide useful information to experimenters to optimize their collection of cell-cycle
progression data.
Another area of investigation involves the apparent posterior dependencies be-
tween parameters under certain models. For example, when the true value of σ2δ
was large such as in simulated model 5 (black line in Figure 3.8), estimates for the
variance were biased and consequently estimates for other model parameters were
biased. While an analysis of the correlation between posterior samples did not reveal
strong evidence for collinearity among the parameters, it is possible that σ2δ shares a
non-linear dependence with other model parameters such as ∆ and β. ∆, β, and σ2δ
each describe some aspect of daughter G1 phase cell-cycle progression and so might
be correlated with one another in some way.
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4Future Directions and Conclusions
This work is a first step towards more in-depth statistical characterization of the cell
cycle. We’ve developed new models for cell-cycle dynamics at both the single cell and
population levels that more flexibly fit a variety of types of cell-cycle observations
and allow researchers to more effectively explore the connections between cell division
and other biological processes.
4.1 Considerations for the Hierarchical Model of Single-Cell Division
4.1.1 Extending the Single-Cell Hierarchical Model to Fit Growth and Division Mea-
surements
The single-cell analysis provides evidence that cell-cycle progression is correlated
between related cells at least under certain experimental conditions. The hierarchical
model of single-cell division was developed to fit budding and division observations.
However, it’s important to note that cell-specific growth measurements based on a
fluorescent protein reporter construct are also available for the same cells (Di Talia
et al. (2007)). The reporter construct facilitates analysis of a constitutively expressed
protein thereby providing a proxy measurement for cell mass. Coordination between
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cell growth and division has been established in the cell-cycle literature though the
mechanism by which the processes are coupled is still under investigation (Johnston
et al. (1977); Polymenis and Schmidt (1997); Di Talia et al. (2007); Ferrezuelo et al.
(2012)). Moreover, the extent to which growth and division parameters depend on
one another across cells in a lineage has not been determined. One potential future
direction would be to extend the hierarchical model to fit growth measurements in
addition to budding and division times.
Based on experimental studies, one model for cell growth is that single cells grow
exponentially. More formally:
MDiv M0eαtDiv (4.1)
where M0 and MDiv are the sizes (or masses) of the cell at birth and division re-
spectively and α is the cell’s growth rate. These parameters can be incorporated
into the asymmetric branching process model as cell-specific parameters arising from
some population distribution in a hierarchy. To investigate the dependence between
growth and division, one could expand the multivariate normal distribution of the
cell-specific branch lengths to also include the growth parameters, introducing pa-
rameters to capture correlation between growth rates, birth sizes, and cell-cycle du-
rations within each lineage. Such an analysis would not only permit more in-depth
analysis of the connections between growth and division but also generate experi-
mentally testable hypotheses about the effects of nutrient conditions and molecular
backgrounds on the coordination between the processes.
4.1.2 Application of the Model to General Cellular Characteristics
The branches in the asymmetric autoregressive branching process correspond to cell-
cycle durations. However, the hierarchical model could also be used to describe
other quantitative cellular characteristics (e.g. Hawkins et al. (2009)). Time-lapse
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microscopy studies have become more common and have been conducted in a variety
of symmetrically and asymmetrically dividing organisms. Thus, with some modifi-
cations, the hierarchical model could be used to fit other cellular measurements such
as numbers of intracellular organelles or expression of different fluorescent protein
reporters indicating biological process activity or DNA content. Such an analysis
would require careful consideration and design of the fluorescent reporter constructs
used in the time-lapse experiment. Also, some adjustments to the model would have
to be made for non-normal observations (e.g. numbers of intracellular organelles). In
such cases, generalized linear models could be adapted to help specify the likelihood
of the cellular observations.
4.1.3 Accounting for Replicative Age of Cells in Hierarchical Model
In the hierarchical model, population average baseline cell-cycle duration (Λ) is con-
sidered constant over the course of the time-lapse experiment. However, experimental
studies have suggested that average cell-cycle duration might drift with replicative
cell age (Egilmez and Jazwinski (1989); Lee et al. (2012)). In other words, the more
divisions a cell undergoes, the longer on average it takes to complete cell division.
However, mean cell-cycle duration remains roughly constant for at least the first 10
cycles of a cell’s life (Egilmez and Jazwinski (1989); Lee et al. (2012)). Furthermore,
owing to the exponential growth of the population, younger cells dominate older
cells after continued rounds of division. Thus, the probability of finding a cell of age
10 or greater becomes vanishingly small. Nevertheless, it would be straightforward
to extend the hierarchical model to allow for drift in population average cell-cycle
duration due to replicative aging (or other genealogical characteristics). The ob-
servations could be augmented to include cell ages and an additional layer in the
hierarchy would be introduced in which age-specific cell-cycle duration means (Λa)
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arise from a population distribution:
Λa  NormpΛ, σ2aq (4.2)
Below this new level of the hierarchy would be the asymmetric autoregressive branch-
ing process of the initial specification with the modification that the conditional mean
of each λi,j and δi,j given its mother’s λ would include these age-specific means (Λa)
as opposed to the overall population mean (Λ).
4.1.4 Comparison of Hierarchical Model with Bifurcating Autoregressive (BAR)
Models
The hierarchical model of single-cell division was developed based on previous work
in populations of cells (Orlando et al. (2007); Orlando et al. (2009); Mayhew et al.
(2011)). During the course of this research, I discovered the BAR or bifurcating
autoregressive family of models (Cowan and Staudte (1986); Huggins and Basawa
(1999); da Saporta et al. (2011)). The BAR family is a natural extension of the
AR or autoregressive family of models used to model time series data, and BAR
models have been successfully applied to joint analysis of independent bacterial and
mammalian cell lineages (Staudte et al. (1996); Huggins and Basawa (1999)). Our
model has similar structure. In fact, when mother and daughter branch lengths are
constrained to have the same distribution and upon integrating out the cell-specific
branch lengths (λ˜) in the hierarchical model, one can recover the BAR model. The
chief differences between our model and the BAR model are twofold. First, param-
eter estimation in the BAR setting up to this point has largely been classical, based
on maximum likelihood, method of moments, and least squares estimation. We
instead opted for Bayesian inference to allow for incorporation of prior knowledge
about cell division and to regularize parameter estimates for datasets (such as the
6xCLN3 dataset) comprised of smaller numbers of lineage trees. Second, and most
importantly, we make a stricter assumption of zero conditional correlation in sister
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cell λ’s given the mother’s λ. Conversely, the BAR model allows for nonzero condi-
tional correlation in sister cell characteristics, making the compelling argument that
sisters might correlate in those characteristics due to their shared environment or
some inheritance mechanism independent of the mother’s cell-cycle duration. More
formally, sister-sister correlation in λ’s in the BAR setting (borrowing notation from
our hierarchical model) is
ρsis  ρψ   p1  ρψqγ (4.3)
where γ is the conditional sister-sister correlation coefficient. In our model, γ  0
and so ρsis  ρψ.
We assumed zero conditional correlation between sisters because of the fact that
budding yeast cells divide asymmetrically, producing inherent cellular and molecular
differences between mothers and daughters. While the hierarchical model does allow
for nonzero marginal dependence between sister cell-cycle durations, it is possible
that under certain experimental conditions or in specific genetic backgrounds sisters
may be correlated in their cell-cycle progression (at least in part) in a non-inheritable
way. Hence, it would be useful to allow for this nonzero conditional dependence
between sisters by introducing a new correlation parameter in the model (the γ
parameter as shown above; equivalent to φ in the BAR literature; Cowan and Staudte
(1986)). Introducing this correlation parameter will allow inference of other types of
dependence in cell-cycle progression, and results will be more comparable to previous
analyses with the BAR model.
4.2 Considerations for Population-based Models of Cell Division
4.2.1 Information in Population Data from Synchrony Experiments for Correlation
Parameters and Variation in Daughter G1 Extensions
A shown by parameter estimates, the population data–even under very different true
models–appeared weakly informative for the correlation parameters (ψ,ρ, and φ) and
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σ2δ . For the correlation parameters, 95% HPD intervals were wide and included 0. For
σ2δ , inferences were consistently closer to the prior mean than the true value. While
curves of budding probability over time under different models could be distinguished
by eye (Figure 3.4), sampling variability in actual budding observations might be
making identification of these different models more difficult (Figure 3.9). Inferences
for the correlation parameters did not change when three cycles of data were fit rather
than just two cycles. However, the number of cell cycles observed is just one tunable
parameter of the synchrony experiment. Other aspects of synchrony experiments like
the number of cells counted at each time point and the number and spacing of time
points were not varied in the simulation study. Increasing the frequency of sampling
as well as the number of cells counted might increase power to distinguish different
underlying models. Future work should expand the simulation study to look at the
effects of varying these experimental factors on model fitting. This analysis will have
important implications for design of synchrony experiments, identifying vital points
in the time course at which it would be advisable to count more cells more frequently.
4.2.2 More Flexible Representations of the Initial Cell Population
One potential reason for poor fit to population measurements (experimental, not
simulated) is the assumption that the initial population distribution is a symmet-
ric normal distribution. In fact, different types of synchronization procedures can
affect the shape of the initial population distribution. For example, synchroniza-
tion with the mating pheromone, α-factor, tends to produce a sharply peaked initial
population distribution around the point of cell-cycle entry, START (Hartwell et al.
(1974)). However, it is unclear whether the initial population is symmetrically dis-
tributed around this point, and, more than likely, some cells might still be lagging
in earlier stages of G1 resulting in a skew towards the beginning of the cell cycle
(Figure 4.1). The extent of this skew often depends on the amount of time the cell
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population spends in α-factor treatment before release into the cell cycle. In con-
trast, when synchronizing by centrifugal elutriation, cells are selected by size with the
smallest cells forming the initial population. The assumption behind this approach
to synchronization is that small cells will be concentrated in the G1 phase. While this
is not an unreasonable assumption, small cells will undoubtedly show heterogeneity
in their cell-cycle position within G1. Moreover, some ”small” cells may already be
budded and so will fall outside G1 phase.
Hence, one direction for follow-up with CLOCCS is extending the model to have
a more flexible representation that can capture technical and biological heterogeneity
in initial cell-cycle position. A straightforward approach would be to represent the
initial population with a finite mixture of normal distributions (Escobar and West
(1995)). In this way, the model would treat the population as being composed of
different subpopulations with each subpopulation following its own branching pro-
cess and corresponding to one component of the initial mixture. In fitting a more
flexible model to the initial population, the immediate concern is a potential sac-
rifice of biological interpretability in exchange for modeling artifice that produces
better fits to data. To address this issue, one can invoke highly structured priors
on the component means and variances as well as cap the number of components in
the mixture to not allow too much flexibility and to fit strongly unimodal (though
not necessarily symmetric) initial population distributions (Roeder and Wasserman
(1997)).
4.2.3 Other Extensions to CLOCCS
Finally, CLOCCS is currently used to independently fit measurements from experi-
mental replicates in which the cells have been synchronized in G1 phase (e.g. α-factor
treatment and centrifugal elutriation). As has been previously noted (Orlando et al.
(2009)), parameters of the branching process for each replicate can be tied in a
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Figure 4.1: Shown are (idealized) initial population distributions resulting from
two common methods of synchronization. Treatment with the mating pheromone,
α-factor produces a sharply peaked and likely skewed initial population distribution
(outlined in blue) late in G1 phase (top panel). On the other hand, centrifugal
elutriation preferentially selects small cells. While the cell-cycle position distribution
of smaller cells is likely concentrated in G1 phase, the initial position distribution of
such a cell population might be more diffuse than in an α-factor treatment (bottom
panel).
hierarchical model, facilitating sharing of information across replicated synchrony
experiments and analysis of cell-cycle progression in a given experimental setting.
Another potential direction worth pursuing is extending the CLOCCS model to ac-
commodate M phase synchronizations which are commonplace in mammalian cells
(e.g. Lane et al. (2013)). Such an extension would require modifications in the
description of the initial cell-cycle position distribution since cells would be concen-
trated at the S/G2/M boundary of the first cycle.
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4.3 Conclusions
Taken together, this work provides fertile ground for continued development of sta-
tistical model-based approaches to characterize cell-cycle progression. Coupled with
increasingly available high-resolution time-lapse microscopy datasets, methods for in-
tegration of data across single-cell and population scales, and development of better
microscopy-based approaches for observing gene expression dynamics, these models
provide a powerful platform not just for cell-cycle analysis but for analysis of general
cellular phenomena–and underlying molecular interactions–that comprise many dy-
namical biological processes. Indeed, as newer forms of molecular and cellular data
continue to come online–giving complementary views of complex biological processes–
statistical models have a vital role to play in facilitating mechanistic descriptions of
biological systems and capturing uncertainty in biological model space.
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